Ibanez rg550 wiring diagram

By Rocket , September 13, in Electronics Chat. I went to the Ibanez website and got the diagram
but it shows their specialized switch so I can't tell how they would relate to the Megaswitch.
Except the grounds of course. Plus I guess red is hot. But I always thought white was the tap
with Ibanez, which the diagram shows going to the switch for the bridge but the neck's white
goes to the pot with the shield ground. Thanks, I know of that site. I didn't think to go there
because I printed out the important pages a couple years ago and keep them with my
electronics books. I wonder why they changed it? Looking at Ibanez. From looking at the RG
wiring diagram, and assuming that the switch is the same as in my SLTD, then the red would be
hot and the white would be the coil tap. With the switch in position 2 or 4, the humbucker's tap
is grounded through the switch so that only one of the humbucker's coils is on at the same time
as the middle pickup. In your first post, you say that "the neck's white goes to the pot with the
shield ground". Which wiring diagram are you referring to what year , because that's not what I
see in the RG diagram? Oh sorry, these are 7 string versions of the V8 and V7. I looked at the
version of the RG They actually came out of a RG but they don't have that diagram up yet at
Ibanez. You said your pickups are 7-string versions of the V7 and V8. From what I see in the RG
diagram, both pickups have 2 wires plus a shield, but you mentioned that your neck pickup has
4 conductors. Is it a V77 as in the RG diagram? If so, then we can't rely on the regular V7 and V8
as reference for obvious reasons. If what you have is a V77, then it's hard to go by the RG
diagram because I don't know the configuration of the special 5-way switch. I doubt it's like the
switch in my S because the diagram wouldn't make sense. My educated guess about the V77 if
there is no error in the wiring diagram would be that the red is hot, white is common ground
along with the shield, black and green are connected together to make the coil tap. On the other
hand, if there is an error in the diagram and the pickup is like my old IBZ USA pickups also like
DiMarzio color code , then the red is hot, green is common, and black and white are connected
together to make your coil split. Try these two possibilities first and if neither works, come back
and we'll try to sort it out. If you successfully used the V8 as a humbucker with red as hot, then
the white should be the coil split so you've solved that problem yourself. I should've posted on
here, I found a thread on Jemsite where a guy knew what the colored wires for the V77 were, so
I used those and it worked out. I wound up using a 3 way switch and it split the humbuckers in
the middle position giving a Straty split sound. The only reason I mentioned an RG in this
thread was as a reference, I thought if one Ibanez PU had red as hot, white as coil tap that they
ALL would but it turns out that is not the case with the 4 conductor V77 I forget what each was, I
have it written down. I put these PU's in an RG You can post now and register later. If you have
an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are
allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this
topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Rocket 0 Posted September 13, Posted September
13, FYI the neck PU is 4 conductor. Link to post Share on other sites. Kevan 0 Posted
September 13, Saber 0 Posted September 13, Saber 0 Posted September 16, Posted September
16, There's a bit of confusion here added to a lack of available information. BTW, in case it
doesn't work out, do you have a multimeter or at least an ohmmeter? Rocket 0 Posted
September 17, Posted September 17, Saber 0 Posted September 17, I'm glad you got it sorted
out. Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image
from URL. Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. By Rocket , September 13, in
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original RG , which was produced between and Similarities to the classic RG include a
basswood body, a tilt neck joint with a stamped metal plate, a maple fingerboard with dot
position markers and an original Edge double locking tremolo bridge with a locking nut.
Although the RG name was discontinued after , the spirit of the model continued to live on in
the various models in the RG Prestige lineup including the RGMV. The RG which was
introduced in and its variations are the modern equivalent of the original RG The RGL is a
left-handed version. The classic RG is also being reissued alongside this model as well as a
new dual humbucker, hardtail model, the RG These throwback models are marketed as the
Genesis Collection. The RGDX was added in This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an
account? Start a Wiki. This page is about the late RG reissue. For other RG models, see RG
disambiguation. Specifications for RG About this table. Portal: RG series Guitar models. Desert
Sun Yellow. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest.
Model name: RG â€” Year s produced: â€” Body type: Solid body. Body material: Basswood.
Neck joint: Tilt Joint. Hardware color: Black. Neck type: Super Wizard. Fingerboard material:
Maple. Fingerboard inlays: Black dot. Machine heads: Gotoh SG Pickup configuration: HSH.
Bridge pickup: Ibanez V8 H. Middle pickup: Ibanez S1 S. Neck pickup: Ibanez V7 H. String gauge
factory :. Wiring Problem. Gun to head. May 8, 1. Jan 26, Pittsburgh. Okay, Please work with me
here, as im not heavily into this stuff, but enough that i should be able to fix the problem i am
having. My Guitar is set up simple. The tone knob is acting almost like a volume knob. If the
tone is at 0 on a clean channel, i get NO sound. If i have a very very distorted channel on, it
takes the distortion off and makes it quiet, and clean. I assume this is because it drops the level
going into the amp so much, that the signal isnt enough to distort in the preamp stage. Mods i
made to the guitar I put on a new pickguard, and i added a tremol-no. Otherwise, nothing. I dont
see how either of those could make my tone pot not work, but what do i know.. I can not figure
out for the life of me as to why it is doing this. A guitarists at my work tells me the cap on the
tone pot is bad, so i changed that. Change the pot he says. I cant find one specifically on
Ibanez's website, as mine is a 20th anniversary limited run guitar, and they didnt seem to post
one Picture of my guitar for reference of electronics.. May 8, 2. Feb 20, alpha-music. May 8, 3.
Here are some related products that TB members are talking about. Browser not compatible.
Feb 24, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page. Your
name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
password is: Forgot your password? This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor
your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn More Search Forums Recent Posts. Search
Media New Media. Wiki Index Special: Page List. Ibanez rg electronics upgrade duration. Ibanez
offers electric guitars bass guitars acoustic guitars effect and pedals amps plus guitar
accessories like tuners straps and picks. Wiring Diagrams Bartolini Pickups Electronics. Ibanez
rg ex wiring diagram. The idiosyncratic ibanez scn switch. The rgex is an rg series solid body

electric guitar model introduced by ibanez in This feature is not available right now. Part 2 of
installing the custom wiring harness into a ibanez rg A similar styled guitar was. Finishing the
whole thing up by fitting it to the. The inner workings of a 5 way switch and various wiring
options duration. The inner workings of a 5 way switch and various wiring options. The rgex
features a basswood body with ibanez infinity pickups the edge iii tremolo an aluminum style
pickguard and a bound rosewood fingerboard with sharktooth inlays. Wiring of the pickups to
the 5way and the pushpull tone for coil splits. Wiring of an ibanez rg Please try again later.
Ibanez has the goofiest 5 way coil splitting pickup gimmicks. Ibanez gio wiring diagram you are
welcome to our site this is images about ibanez gio wiring diagram posted by maria rodriquez in
ibanez category on nov 30 you can also find other images like wiring diagram parts diagram
replacement parts electrical diagram repair manuals engine diagram engine scheme. Rg tremolo
series rgt42dxfm. Ibanez Rg Wiring Diagram. Ibanez Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram. Ibanez Gio
Wikipedia. When the pickup selector switch is in neck position, the neck humbucker is selected.
When the switch is between neck and center position, the bridge side of the neck humbucker
and the center pickup are selected. When the switch is in center position, the center pickup is
selected. When the switch is between the center and bridge position, center pickup and the
neck side of the bridge humbucker are selected. When the switch is in bridge position, the
bridge humbucker is selected. With the guitar held in the playing position, there is one knob and
one switch along the lower edge of the body. Closest to the neck is the five-way pickup selector
switch. Closer to the input jack is the tone knob. The volume knob is located right above the
five-way pickup selector switch. The RG can dial in any tone, from crystal clear to searing and
nasty, thanks to its V7 neck pickup, S1 middle pickup and V8 bridge pickup combination. The
Maple fretboard provide crisp, bright highs and strong upper mids. The masterpiece Edge
bridge offers exceptional tuning stability, precise intonation adjustment, and playing comfort.
Maple fretboard The Maple fretboard provide crisp, bright highs and strong upper mids. Edge
tremolo bridge The masterpiece Edge bridge offers exceptional tuning stability, precise
intonation adjustment, and playing comfort. I was screwing the tremolo bar to the guitar and it
suddenly broke off. The bottom bit is still inside.. How can i take it out??? If you are
semi-mechanically inclined you can probably use an electric drill and a bolt exctactor. You
should be able to find one at a hardware or auto parts store. There should be instructions on
how to use it on the package I am looking for yamaki guitar If anyone has one they are selling
please email me. Thank you Janice Hnkytonkgrl aol. Keep an eye on e-bay. There were two
Yamakis on there a couple of weeks ago, one a beautiful copy of a Gibson 'Hummingbird'
model. Also, try Canadian music stores on-line. There were a lot more Yamakis sold in here than
the US and my son recently bought one out of Winnipeg, like new, for a great price. Jim : I am
looking for yamaki guitar Hey, i have an early 70's yamaki custom. It's an exact copy of a les
paul custom and she smokes!!!! I use this guitar giging on a regular basis along side a tele and
a strat, and the yamaki blows them away with tone Thanks Curt. My name is Tom. I'm in the
process of restoring my Chet Atkins Country Gentleman. I need the schematics or the wiring
diagrams of this circuit. Anybobdy out there in musicland that could help me. If so please E-Mail
me to: tefulmer ameritech. Your help is greatly apppreciated. Finally check the skimatics and
add five to the sun i mean the sum. I own an F Yamaki string guitar that I purchased in
Minneapolis in This instrument was certified on , as indicated on the inside. My problem is, I
need to replace some hardware on the head that wore out. I can still play it as a 6-string, but I
sure miss having all If anyone knows how I can possibly replace some nuts and gears I would
be eternally grateful. I love this old guitar and I miss the whisper sound of all 12 strings. I have
recently been given a solidbody electric guitar with no electronics. The way I see it, a good
pickup likely won't need a volume or tone knob, but I am unsure how to solder the pickup to the
jack without getting all this extra hum. Since humbuckers are supposed to kill the hum, I know
the problem is that I am wiring it incorrectly. How would I go about hooking it up? Does anyone
know the value of a Custom Balladeer made in ? I have one and could have sworn it was a
newer model because it looks and plays so well. I have two old les pauls - a gold top - it's serial
is 4 , and a custom who's setrial is 4 I have a national guitar and would like to find out more
about it. The serial Any info would be great. I would like to know more about it and what it might
be worth it is god condition and completely playable. Thanks for any information. They are
supposed to be surface mounted and need no drilling etc. How do they fit? When fitted does it
change the guitar tone? When fitted does the guitar stay in tune? Anyone know where I can find
a johnathon rose tele style, they were made in hendersonville,tn. I am thinking of selling my
Tanglewood Tomkat, excellent condition, anyone interested? Make me an offer. Please if you
have any me-6 tones send to me, i had some little problems with the standard patches, i don't
know, please, send to me!!!!!! What's up? Does anybody know if it's possible to plug my guitar
into the computer and use it as an amp? You can't reall use it as an amp in the sense of

amplifying your signal before going to a speaker cabinet. But there's software and hardware out
there so you can plug in to your computer, record, play with effects, etc. Good luck finding
something that works for you, though. It's hard to tell the crap from the good stuff. This popular
thread has been given its own page : Vicente Tatay guitars. The tone pot on my RG has strangly
come 'unwired'. Can anyone tell me what wires go where? Diagram would be nice. I have only
recently taken up the Guitar but would like to learn on reading music. Can anyone advise the
best way to learn. Are there either courses available or some text books I can buy. Learning to
read music is easy. Learning to play well is not. Actually, you have some choices. A visit to a
good music store can be useful. There are many beginner's books that teach you the basics of
guitar music reading. Browse and pick the one you like best. Once you have learned the basics,
I would advise that you find a good teacher and take some lessons. Contact Contents Privacy
Policy Forum. This site is published by Hitsquad Pty Ltd. Skip to Navigation. Guitar Discussion
Forum Archive - February, Archive for posts from February, Comment viewing options Date newest first Date - oldest first. Select your preferred way to display the comments and click
"Save settings" to activate your changes. Janice, Keep an eye on e-bay. Hang in there, you
won't be disappointed! Gary Thomson, happy Yamaki owner. Have you found one? I have two
and mat sell one, I am gone until next wed the 26th, Jim : I am looking for yamaki guitar I have
an electric Les Paul copy very nice. Are you looking for an acoustic or electric? Its your truss
rod. Sin
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gle Humbucker, No Knobs Wiring? Re: national guitars Posted by Harvey R. Does anyone have
experience with graphite necks??? Hey i am looking into buying a moses graphite neck for a
strat project. Are they any good? Please any ME-6 tones please!!!! Thanks for sharing
appreciation. I help tons of people and I never know the outcome. Actually this is better Scratch
plate for a Ibanez Blazer Posted by G. Thanks, G. What kind of blazer you have? Something like
this? Post new comment Your name:. E-mail: The content of this field is kept private and will not
be shown publicly. Notify me of follow-up comments posted here. This question is for testing
whether you are a human visitor and to prevent automated spam submissions. Do not include
any spaces in your answer. What code is in the image? Guitarist Discussion Forum. Affiliate
Notice: As an Amazon Associate we earn from qualifying purchases. The Best Acoustic Guitar
Brands. The Best Electric Guitar Brands. Best Guitar Amp Attenuator Roundup.

